The Determination of Cardiac Output by the Dilution Method without Arterial Sampling

I. Analytical Concepts

By William J. MacIntyre, Ph.D., Walter H. Pritchard, M.D., and Thomas W. Moir, M.D.

The selection of an external site for a radioisotope determination of cardiac output is discussed with respect to satisfying the analytical conditions of the Stewart-Hamilton dilution equation. Examples of both single-chamber and multichamber recording are illustrated, along with a discussion of the difficulties of curve calibration and extrapolation from multiple sites. The development of a method independent of critical placement or patient variability is described.

Although earlier determinations of cardiac output in this laboratory by the radioisotope dilution method were performed by isolating the flow from a specific artery, such sampling is not required by the general formulation of the method. Since the obviation of the arterial puncture would considerably simplify this measurement clinically, studies have been extended to determine cardiac output by focusing a gamma ray detector externally over the region of the cardiac chambers or great vessels. We have been concerned since 1951 with the selection of a site that could be observed externally with sufficient reliability for this technic to be accepted as a routine clinical measurement. Many sites of arterial flow may be chosen for quantitation of a dilution curve of cardiac output; therefore, the problem has resolved to a selection of such sites and techniques that will not be critically affected by variations in patients.

It is the object of the following investigation to examine the choice of the external site with respect to satisfying the conditions of the Stewart-Hamilton dilution equation. This study has included the relationship of the recorded curve of the counting rate to dilution quantities, the calibration of in vivo recording, and the problems of adequate extrapolation of the dilution curve.

Method and Calculation of Cardiac Output

The determination of cardiac output by the dilution method is based on the measurement of the varying concentration of the injected material as it passes through the heart. If a small volume of highly concentrated material is injected into the inflow tract, the average dilution of the material coming out of the heart will be a direct indication of the volume passing through the heart and causing this dilution. The measurement of the change of concentration during a definite interval thus permits the output to be expressed as volume of flow per unit time. The dilution curves obtained in the following investigation have been measured by the recording equipment described previously. Iodinated human serum (I^{131}) albumin was used as the injected material, and an external scintillation counter was focused at the site of interest. The selection of collimation has been a function of the site chosen and will be discussed, in reference to the anatomic placement, in an accompanying paper.

Since the same total injected material, I, must come out of the heart as was injected into the inflow tract, this quantity of injected material must be equal to the product of the flow rate, $F$, multiplied by the concentration of the tagged material, $c$, in the blood, integrated over the entire
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The calculation of the cardiac output by the dilution method is then dependent only on the recording and integration of the dilution curve with time. This recording, which is uncomplicated for an externally isolated peripheral artery or direct arterial sampling, does present additional problems when extended to viewing the concentration of radioactive material in the large central vessels or chambers.

**Relation of Counting Rate to Dilution**

The first problem involves the relationship of the concentration curve, as recorded in counts per minute, to a dilution of the injected radioactive material in terms of microcuries per milliliter. In the following investigation, this relationship was obtained by assaying a sample of venous blood in vitro and equating this blood concentration in microcuries per milliliter to the response in counts per minute of the detector to this same concentration in vivo at the selected site.

Even in measurements involving arterial puncture, calibration of the counting system has been accomplished by withdrawing a blood sample at a time sufficiently long after injection for the concentration to be considered as constant over the period of its measurement. The final concentration in microcuries per milliliter is then determined in vitro. The injected dose, $I$, is equal to the product of the concentration $c_t$, and the equivalent volume of dilution, $V$. Equation 1 is thus reduced to

$$F = \frac{c_t \cdot V}{A}$$  

It should be emphasized that $V_d$ is not necessarily the circulating blood volume as usually calculated by dilution methods, but is actually the volume of dilution of the injected material at the time when the sample was...
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withdrawn. If a 10 minute mixing time is observed before withdrawal, this volume would in most cases clinically approximate the blood volume.

The use of \( V_d \) as a calibration factor is valid, however, regardless of when it is withdrawn or whether final complete mixing has or has not been reached. Since the first term of this equation is a ratio, it is seen that the specific activity at final dilution, \( c_p \), may be expressed in terms of counts per minute and the dilution curve expressed with an ordinate of counts per minute. This formulation is not required when the arterial flow is externalized and led past the detector, since the response of the detector to a known concentration of radioactivity may be easily ascertained. For an in vivo measurement, however, the complex geometric system cannot be duplicated for calibration, and thus it is necessary that the response of this complex system to a known concentration of injected material be accurately determined. For example, Milnor et al.\(^{13}\) using the ear for measurement of cardiac output by the injection of T 1824 dye, calibrated their system by arterializing the ear pinna and focusing the detector on the same site for the primary curve as for the final dilution.

Since it is rarely possible to select a site that has no return flow, the usual solution for this calibration has been to maximize the ratio of volume of direct arterial flow to vein and capillary volume. It is thus necessary in all external counting technics that curves be recorded from sites into which there will be minimal additional flow after the primary flow has been recorded.

**Calibration of Dilution Curve**

The use of a calibration factor to relate counting rate to dilution may be valid only when the condition is imposed that the identical mixing pool be observed by the detector during the primary circulation curve, as is observed at the time of calibration. If the observed pool has some later component that comes into the region after the period of primary circulation, the calibration described will be falsely high and the counting rate ratio in equation 3 will not be accurate.

This formulation is not confined to radioisotope technics but occurs in all cases of in vivo measurements where the complex geometric system cannot be duplicated for calibration and where it is necessary that the response of this complex system to a known concentration of injected material be accurately determined. For example, Milnor et al.\(^{13}\) using the ear for measurement of cardiac output by the injection of T 1824 dye, calibrated their system by arterializing the ear pinna and focusing the detector on the same site for the primary curve as for the final dilution.

Since it is rarely possible to select a site that has no return flow, the usual solution for this calibration has been to maximize the ratio of volume of direct arterial flow to vein and capillary volume. It is thus necessary in all external counting technics that curves be recorded from sites into which there will be minimal additional flow after the primary flow has been recorded.

**Fig. 3** Left. Cardiac output dilution curve obtained by posterior focusing on aortic arch. Note post-primary influx following primary circulation curve.

**Fig. 4** Right. Dilution curve obtained from external counter focused over femoral artery. Note the rise due to accompanying venous return geometrically close to arterial flow.
This problem of calibration has been illustrated in the following dilution curves. Figures 1 and 2 show dilution curves obtained by a successful recording from a highly collimated scintillation counter, focused over the right heart and aortic arch respectively. A considerable number of such single-phase dilution curves were recorded from a posterior focusing on the aortic arch. These curves have shown no interference or later rise from other chambers, and have allowed the calculation of reasonable values of cardiac output.

Unsuccessful curves from over the aortic arch as well as from over the femoral artery are shown in figures 3 and 4. Although each primary curve is fairly well defined, the general upward inclination following the primary curve shows the presence of later components or post-primary influx. In each case the detector has recorded activity from a volume of venous return that is of sufficient magnitude to invalidate completely the calibration of the curve. These curves indicate that the final level was not obtained from the same geometric sampling volume as the primary circulation curve. This was the difficulty with the femoral artery curve, with its accompanying large venous return (fig. 4), and is a constant danger of any highly collimated technic in which such a small volume of the primary mixing pool is measured that any additional volume may account for a large percentage error.

This problem does not preclude the recording of successful dilution curves by use of high collimation. We have discarded this method only because the requirement of critical placement has been too extreme with patient variability to be successful for routine clinical application.

In the following studies it was considered that successful calibration was attained if no rise is seen in the record immediately following recirculation. If the record remains level or falls, it is improbable that an appreciable component of venous or capillary flow was measured. This standard is empirical, and actual verification rests on the correlation with cardiac outputs calculated from withdrawn samples. It has been our practice to maintain the counter focused continuously over the site during the active measurement. For calibration, the in vitro blood has been withdrawn at a time sufficiently long after injection (10 to 15 minutes) that relative equilibrium has been reached. If the counting rate at this time of withdrawal levels off at a value less than the counting rate immediately following the primary curve, calibration requirements are considered as having been satisfied.

**Analysis of Multichamber Technics**

For a greater ratio of the volume of direct arterial flow to vein and capillary volume, a wider collimation has been utilized with placement closer to the chest wall. Since such wider collimation and focusing results in recording from multiple dilution sites, attention must be given to the extension of the general...
eral cardiac output formula to more than one chamber.

If 2 recorders are recording the counting rate individually from the right and left chambers of the heart, equation 3 will give

\[ F_Ar = c_{tr} V_d \] (4)

\[ F_Ai = c_{ti} V_d \] (5)

In this case \( A_r, c_{tr} \) refers to the dilution curve areas and final concentration of the right heart alone with similar nomenclature for the left heart. Since the same flow, \( F \), goes through both sides of the heart, the sum of these 2 equations, or of any number of flow sites, may be consolidated to give the general equation:

\[ F = \frac{c_{tr} + c_{t1} + \ldots + c_{tn} V}{A_r + A_1 + \ldots A_n} \] (6)

Equation 6 states that if a dilution curve is recorded from a source of 2 or more sites, the output may be calculated by measuring the area of the total dilution curve, provided the calibration line is obtained with the identical geometric relationship to these same sites. This has been stated in a slightly different way by Veall et al.6

A curve recorded from more than 1 chamber is shown in figure 5. The extrapolation of the descending line of the right heart allows the dilution of the left heart to be separated, and the ratio of dilution areas of the right and left sides to be determined as shown by the ratio of final dilutions. For calculation of the cardiac output, however, all that is required is a complete measurement of the 2 phase curve as calibrated with the total final dilution.

Problems of Extrapolation

In evaluating the complete curve of primary dilution, exponential clearance has been generally assumed.14 While Dow15 and others have pointed out that this may not be entirely valid, it is still sufficiently accurate for clinical determinations and is generally used for quantitation of cardiac output by the dilution method. This assumption is valid, however, only for pure arterial flow occurring in a single time relationship. For this reason, the early part of this investigation was concerned with the attempted isolation of one or the other primary chambers. Such isolation avoided the complication of extrapolating the descending dilution curve when it had a multi-chamber time-phase relationship. Although
the assumption of an exponential clearance of the large chambers of the heart has been in reasonable agreement with observations, the summation of 2 or more time-phase curves is not exponential and can cause considerable departure from a semilogarithmic straight line.

This departure is illustrated in figure 6, which was obtained by a counter focused directly over the mid-precordium. The descending line in this case can be resolved into 2 components: one ascribed to the right heart and one ascribed to the left heart. The disadvantage of this type of curve is the difficulty in obtaining sufficient points to predict with reasonable accuracy the latter extrapolation. Since the extrapolated area is commonly 20 to 40 per cent of the total area, a few seconds’ variation in clearance time may cause the calculation of output to be considerably in error. It has been necessary, therefore, to avoid any precordial site that would exhibit roughly equivalent contributions from the 2 chambers.

Our approach has been to select preferentially either one dominant chamber or the other so as to obtain a reasonably long period of single-phase extrapolation. In figure 7, a predominant left heart focusing is shown and in figure 8 a predominantly right heart curve is illustrated. In both cases the line of extrapolation is sufficiently long for accurate prediction. Thus, 2 criteria have been followed in this work. The first is to maximize a single-chamber clearance so as to keep the extrapolated area at a minimum and the second is to obtain as many points on the descending portion of the final dilution curve as possible. If these conditions are observed, the choice of placement is secondary and may be made to fit the specific geometric configuration at hand.

**Discussion**

Since the formulation of the Stewart-Hamilton equation for the calculation of cardiac output is general, it is not surprising that successful output measurements may be obtained by the external focusing of a detector over many dilution sites after the injection of a radioactive material into the circulating blood. This investigation has shown only a few of the possible sites.
Of more importance, however, in the extension of these measurements to external techniques is the observance of the 2 necessary conditions of this formula. The first is accurate calibration of the dilution curve and the second is the reasonable assumption of exponential clearance from the extrapolation of the dilution curve. It has been the purpose of this report to point out the difficulties of curve calibration with highly collimated counters and the problem of successful extrapolation when multichamber techniques are employed.

Since the cardiac configuration is extremely variable from patient to patient, successful clinical application of this technic must not depend upon critical placement. If the site of placement is not constant, highly collimated technics may be difficult, and multichamber recording must be considered. It has been demonstrated that this latter may be most successful if 2 criteria are followed. The first is adequate extrapolation of the curve from the final clearing chambers. This is most easily obtained by accentuation of the radioactivity arising from the chambers of one side of the heart so that the contribution of the other chambers will not appreciably distort its final extrapolation. Secondly, because of the inherent uncertainty of the character of the extrapolated line, it is desirable to make the measured area as large as possible, so that errors arising from the extrapolated area will be at a minimum. If these conditions are observed, the choice of placement is secondary and may be made to fit the specific geometric configuration at hand.

SUMMARY

The extension of the measurement of cardiac output by external detection of iodinated (I\textsuperscript{131}) human serum albumin has been described. The problems of calculating a single-chamber dilution curve are discussed and the technic of obtaining successful extrapolation of multichamber dilution curves has been considered.

Independence of placement with these technics is emphasized and examples are shown of similar outputs obtained at completely differing focusing angles.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Es descripte le extension del mesuration del rendimento cardiac per le detection externa de albumina iodate (I\textsuperscript{131}) in le sero human. Es discutite le problemas de calcular curvas de dilution a camera unic. Es etiam prestate attention al technica de obtener un valide extrapolation de curvas de dilution a plure cameras.

Es sublineate le independentia del placamento in le uso de iste technicas. Exemplos es presentate de simile valores de rendimento cardiac obtenite per medio de completely diferente angulos focal.
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Medical Eponyms

By Robert W. Buck, M.D.

Ayerza's Disease. This symptom complex was first described by F. C. Arrillaga of Buenos Aires, a former pupil of Professor Abel Ayerza at the Hospital de Clinicas in that city, in an article entitled “Sclerosis of the Pulmonary Artery Secondary to Certain Chronic Pulmonary Conditions (Black Cardiae)” (Scélerose de l'artère pulmonaire secondaire à certains états pulmonaires chroniques (cardiaques noire), which appeared in the Archives des Maladies du Cœur des Vaisseaux et du Sang 6: 515-529, 1913.

"On August 20, 1901, Professor Ayerza (of Buenos Aires) demonstrated a patient in whom a peculiar form of cardiac insufficiency had drawn his attention. Struck by the color of this patient, he had called him a black cardiac. The pathological anatomy of these forms of illness never having been described, the present study will attempt to fill this gap, by presenting the complete picture of the disease as it appeared in eleven cases together with radiographic pictures . . . It nearly always affects subjects who have not yet passed their fifties . . . They have chronic disease of the respiratory tract going back ten, twenty, or even twenty-five years . . . they are emphysematous. It is this condition which eventually secondarily involves the pulmonary artery, causing it to become sclerotic, and the heart, leading to its hypertrophy . . . The sign which first attracts one's notice in examining the patient is the cyanosis."
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